To all YEM Holders

Board of National Directors; requirements and application procedure

April 15, 2021

(20210415/BID/001)

Dear YEM Holders,
Based on your decision to implement a Board of National Directors (BND), the BID created a
guideline for BND applicants as follows:
1) BND Description
The Board of National Directors consists of 1 (one) National Director per jurisdiction on a
state or country level.
The National Directors shall represent the YEM Foundation at governments, authorities,
organizations, associations, and the public including news outlets within their jurisdiction.
The National Directors shall communicate public notices of the BID with all YEM Holders
in their jurisdiction.
2) Job Description
A National Director needs to spend at least 15 hours per week on their BND tasks and
must be available for meetings at regular work hours.
A National Director must follow the BID guidelines on how to represent the YEM
Foundation.
A National Director is the connector between the YEM Holders in their jurisdiction and
the BID.

The duties of a National Director include, but are not limited to the following:
- Inform the BID about the current legal status of digital currencies, tokens, and
blockchain technology in their jurisdiction.
- Disseminate any relevant and authenticated information from BID, about the
YEM Foundation, the YEM Digital Currency and its unfolding developments to the
YEM Holders, to the targeted authorities, and to the public.
- Network with top level government officials, Central Bank officials, economic
planning officials, and other economic leaders, and organize meetings with YEM
Foundation through the Director of Authorities Affairs.
- Pass on well researched and critical information about the success of YEM in their
jurisdiction to the BND Director.
- Pass on information to the YEM Foundation through BND Director, about
potential fraudulent and/or illegal activities concerning YEM, YEM Foundation,
and YEM related services.
- Suggest how YEM can be more integrated into payment processes and the
general economy in their jurisdiction.
Do you believe you have what it takes to become a YEM leader and represent your country?
Please check the following requirements for applicants:
3) Requirements for National Director Applicants
You have a professional diplomatic personality, and good presentation skills when
presenting YEM and YEM Foundation to all individuals and Authorities in your jurisdiction.
You must be well educated and knowledgeable about YEM.
You must be willing to participate in projects and meetings requested by the BID.
You must communicate with the BID before making public decisions and announcements.

Additionally, you need to fulfill the following requirements:
- Must have excellent communication skills verbally and written; in English and
your jurisdiction’s native language(s).
- Must hold residence in the jurisdiction that you are applying for
- Must be fully verified on Safeident.com
- Must provide a valid proof of address
- Must not have a criminal record
If you would like to apply as a National Director for YEM Foundation, please provide a resume
with your skills and expertise related to the position through email to bnd@yem.foundation.
Applications need to be received on or before April 26, 2021 to be considered for the first round
of elections. Please be advised that only those who qualify will be taken into consideration for
the election.
Starting Friday, April 30, 2021, there will be National BND Elections for those jurisdictions with at
least one approved candidate. If only one applicant qualifies for a certain jurisdiction, there will
still be a yes/no poll.

Respectfully,
YEM Foundation
Board of International Directors

